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Abstract
This study examined the quality of the literacy environments of 17 public preschool classrooms in Muğla, Turkey through detailed observations using the OMLIT-CLOC, an inventory of classroom literacy resources that identifies and rates 11 aspects of the literacy environment on a scale from 1 (low) to 3 (high). The results indicated the literacy environments of preschool classrooms in Muğla—including print displays, books, writing and reading areas and listening materials—to be of low-to-moderate quality. Based on the findings of this study, other ways of improving preschool education classrooms can be pinpointed, such as enriching the book genres accessible to children, providing more supplementary print material in the classroom and integrating literacy materials, toys and props into other classroom learning centers.
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1. Introduction
This study is based on the social interactionist theory built upon cultural psychology (e.g., Vygotsky, 1978) that focuses on the culturally rich environments in which children live as mediators of learning (Tomasello, 1992). From this perspective, emergent literacy skills are understood as supported through social interaction with exposure to rich literacy materials (Sulzby & Teale, 1991). In other words, what children learn may be affected by the literacy environment of their classroom (Guo, Justice, Kaderavek & McGinty, 2012).

Recent studies pay crucial attention to the term “emergent literacy,” defined as “the skills, knowledge, and attitudes that are presumed to be developmental precursors to formal reading and writing and the environments that support these developments” (Whitehurst and Lonigan, 1998, p. 849). Given their primary focus on social interaction, children who see their caregivers and teachers reading and writing around them will want to learn the letters and symbols required to interact with and imitate adults. This necessarily involves literacy; hence, the emergent literacy perspective acknowledges the importance of supportive environments for the development of early literacy skills (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998).

The increasing emphasis on improving language and literacy standards has led researchers to focus on the characteristics of preschool literacy environments known to influence the development of children’s early literacy skills (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998; Neumann & Roskos, 1993; Roskos and Neumann, 2001; Neumann & Dickinson, 2001; Neumann, Hood, Ford & Neumann, 2011; Neumann, Hood and Ford, 2013). Previous studies have documented that high-quality preschool programs assist children by providing them with meaningful literacy experiences within a literacy-rich environment (Wayne, DiCarlo, Burts & Benedict, 2007).

1.1 Emergent Literacy Environments
Young children are often socialized into literacy by experiencing their environments. When classroom environments include rich literacy materials as learning opportunities and supportive adults who model and develop literacy skills and behavior by encouraging children to use these materials, their experiences in these environments become meaningful (Dunn, Beach, and Kontos, 1994, 2000; Neumann & Roskos, 1993; Neumann & Dickinson, 2001).

Studies examining the quality of preschool programs have established various dimensions of classroom environments to affect children’s emergent literacy development, such as classroom organization, rich and appropriate literacy materials (Neumann & Roskos, 1993; Wolfersberger, Reutzel, Sudweeks, & Fawson, 2004) and literacy activities (Dunn, Beach, & Kontos, 1994). The literature has variously described high-quality literacy environment as comprising various
Children’s emergent literacy skills have been shown to be significantly affected by high-quality literacy environments that include a variety of children’s books in accessible libraries and well-organized reading and writing areas (Justice, 2006; Neumann & Roskos, 1993; Roskos & Neumann, 2001; Vukelich, Christie, & Enz, 2012). A study by Cunningham (2008) found that children who participate in a high-quality literacy environment have more positive attitudes towards reading. There is considerable research showing that providing children with informational books supports their academic vocabulary, knowledge of various concepts and listening comprehension skills (Chapman, Filipenko, McTavish, & Shapiro, 2007; Kraemer, McCabe, & Sinatra, 2012). In addition, Chapman et al. (2007) have found that both picture books and informational books facilitate children’s reading motivation, attention and engagement.

An additional characteristic of literacy-rich classroom settings is that they provide children with considerable contact with print through the display of functional print materials (e.g., posters, signs and teachers’ and children’s writing samples) that provide children with examples of how spoken words can be represented in print (Justice, 2006). According to Neumann, Hood and Ford (2013), children instructed with environmental print showed higher print motivation immediately as well as 2 months after the intervention (which consists of adding literacy props to centers based on the needs and teacher mediation) when compared to students instructed with the same words in manuscript form and students who had no intervention. Their study shows that environmental print can be an effective tool for supporting letter-writing in young children and that drawing their attention to letters in environmental print can foster and sustain gains in a broad range of emergent literacy skills.

Literacy-rich classrooms also promote a variety of writing experiences by providing children access to different writing tools and materials (e.g., templates, tracing sheets) (Schickedanz & Casbergue, 2009; Vukelich et al., 2012). Roskos, Christie, Widman, & Holding (2010) reported direct linkages between children’s access to print and writing materials and their literacy development.

1.2 Context of the Study: Preschool Education in Turkey

In Turkey, recent efforts to maintain and expand preschool education have reached many preschool-age children. Currently, about 40 percent of preschool-age children in Turkey currently attend preschool programs, in spite of the fact that preschool education is not compulsory. The annual growth observed in preschool attendance can be attributed to the many national-level initiatives to expand enrollment and provide high quality preschool education in Turkey. First and foremost are the steps taken by the Ministry of National Education (MoNE) to increase the coverage and improve the quality of preschool education as a national priority. However, these efforts are faced with certain challenges, such as the lack of systemic evaluation and enforcement of standards regarding the educational physical environment, curriculum and materials as well as teacher-training programs. A recent qualitative study by Göi-Güven (2009) evaluating the quality of early-childhood education classrooms in a randomly selected sample of public and private pre-primary schools in the Bakırköy district of Istanbul concluded that both public and private institutions had significant shortcomings, including a lack of physical space, furnishings, authoritarian teacher-child interactions and high teacher-student ratios. Another qualitative study conducted in the southeastern province of Kilis (Ozgan, 2009) similarly encountered inadequate preschool physical conditions and facilities. The results of these studies suggest that the quality of preschool education in Turkey should be improved by developing national quality standards for preschool facilities and effective use of these facilities within the environment for better instruction.

Most research on the quality of preschool education in Turkey has focused on the physical space, furnishings and outdoor facilities of preschools (World Bank, 2013), with much less attention given to examining the dimensions of literacy environments. The lack of research into the pre-school literacy environment, including such areas as design, accessibility and display of literacy material, reflects the relatively lower priority given to developing language and literacy skills at the pre-school level.

Although pre-primary education classrooms in Turkey do not provide formal reading and writing instruction, considering that children’s early literacy skills are an indicator of school readiness, their development should be supported before children enter primary school. Previous research has demonstrated that children require a rich physical literacy environment in order for their literacy skills to develop which (Roskos & Neumann, 2001). Studies that increase the understanding of the quality of the literacy environment in preschool classrooms in Turkey are timely and warranted; therefore, the present study aimed to contribute to the literature by examining the quality of literacy environments in randomly selected preschools in the province of Muğla in the Aegean Region of Turkey.
2. Method

2.1 Participants

This study was conducted with 17 randomly selected MoNE-affiliated public preschools in the central district of Muğla. After receiving official written permission from the MoNE provincial directorate, the researcher met with principals and teachers from the selected schools to explain the study objectives and the classroom observations involved in order to determine their willingness to participate in the study. The safeguards to protect the identities of the schools and individuals participating in the study were also explained; namely: all data collected would be stored electronically in password-protected documents accessible only to the researcher; data would be shared only with students and other researchers for educational purposes; and no names or any other information that could be used to identify the schools or teachers involved would be used in any written report associated with this research.

After obtaining permission from principals and teachers, data was collected from 17 preschool classrooms in 17 preschools through classroom observations conducted by the researcher. Each preschool classroom was visited twice for approximately two hours per visit, during which time extensive field notes were taken.

2.2 Data Collection Tool

The OMLIT (Abt Associates, 2003) was developed as a battery of measures to address the need for reliable, research-based measurement of instructional practices and environmental support for language and literacy in the early childhood classroom (Goodson, Layzer, Smith, & Rimdzius, 2004). The OMLIT includes six instruments: Classroom Description, Snapshot of Classroom Activities (SNAPSHOT), Read-Aloud Profile (RAP), Classroom Literacy Instruction Profile (CLIP), Quality Rating of Language and Literacy Instruction (QUILL) and Classroom Literacy Opportunities Checklist (CLOC).

This study was conducted using the OMLIT-CLOC, an inventory of classroom literacy resources that identifies and rates 11 aspects of the literacy environment on a scale from 1 (low) to 3 (high), as follows: Physical layout of the classroom (5 items); text or print environment (8 items); literacy-related materials and toys (2 items); books and reading area (12 items); listening area (3 items); writing supports (6 items); literacy materials outside of the reading and writing areas (3 items); diversity in literacy materials (3 items), instructional technology (2 items); richness of curriculum theme and integration of theme in classroom activities, materials, displays (7 items); and literacy resources outside of the classroom (4 items) (See Table 1 below).

It is reported that nine of the ten sections of the CLOC had reliabilities above 70% (three sections had agreement above 80%: writing resources 81%, literacy toys and materials 82%, and physical layout of classrooms 91%) (Goodson, Layzer, Smith, & Rimdzius, 2004).

Table 1. Classroom Literacy Opportunities Checklish Domains and Some of the Items

| Physical Layout of Classroom (5 items) | Materials and objects in the room appear well organized (i.e., clearly marked, sorted in a systematic way). The classroom layout allows children to choose materials and participate in activities independently. |
| Print Environment (8 items) | Child names are matched with photographs of child/child and family or representative object posted in classroom. Examples of functional print that include words/letters or numerals are visible. |
| Literacy Toys and Materials (2 items) | There are toys and/or materials accessible to children that include words/letters and numerals (alphabet chart or rug is not counted here). |
| Books and Reading Area (12 items) | Total number of books in the classroom. There is a separate and distinct reading area. |
| Listening Area (3 items) | There is an area for listening to recorded books and listening materials accessible for children’s use. |
| Writing Supports (6 items) | There is a separate writing area and writing materials accessible to children. There are tools in the classroom accessible to children to help them practice writing words/letters and numerals (e.g., stencils, templates). |
| Literacy Materials In Different Play Areas (3 items) | Literacy materials in dramatic play area. Literacy materials in other areas (e.g., art, science, block area). |
| Diversity in Literacy Materials (3 items) | Books/text materials accessible in the classroom show a variety of diverse groups of people. |
| Instructional Technology (2 items) | There are computers for the children to use. |
| Curriculum Theme (7 items) | Classroom has a curriculum theme (e.g., not a truly content theme like a color, a letter; common concepts like seasons; unusual concept like maps or professions). Theme is evident in children’s work on display (e.g., art, writings). |
| Literacy Sources Outside of Classroom (4 items) | Book area/library outside of the classroom. Computer lab/computer room or area outside of classroom. |
2.3 Data Analysis
This is a qualitative study in terms of the type of data used and the descriptive analysis conducted. After each preschool classroom was observed, the classroom’s literacy resources were rated on a 3 point scale (low to high) under the domains as mentioned in Table 1. The literacy environments of the preschool classrooms were assessed under 11 domains consisting of 55 total items.

Prior to the collection of data, inter-observer agreement was obtained using the observation measure, OMLIT-CLOC. Interrater reliability data for the OMLIT-CLOC were gathered throughout the data collection period on approximately 20% of the preschool classrooms. The author and the research assistant rated these classrooms’ literacy environments. Percent agreement for the reliability checks (computed by dividing the number of agreements by the number of agreements plus disagreements) ranged from 82% to 90% all components of the measure.

3. Results
3.1 Physical Layout of Classroom
Almost half (8/17) of preschool classrooms were observed to have at least 2 distinct learning centers for different activities, almost one-third (6/17) had 3 or more distinct learning and the remaining (2/17) classrooms had no distinct learning center. The most common learning centers were dedicated to dramatic play, block play and art activities.

Further, in 9 classrooms most of the materials and objects appeared were clearly marked but in the remaining preschool classrooms (8/17), only few materials and objects appeared were clearly marked or sorted in a systematic way. While activity centers were labeled, not all of them were being used. For example, although most classrooms had an area labeled as a ‘science and environment’ activity center, the materials in these centers were not easily accessible by children, the materials were outdated, or, in some cases, there were no materials at all.

The majority (13/17) of preschool classrooms featured a layout designed to facilitate whole-group, small group and individual instruction. Almost every classroom included a large rug capable of accommodating all the children in the classroom, and most of the classroom layouts allowed children to choose some activities and materials; for example, low shelves and boxes used to store materials helped generate multiple possibilities for children to choose materials and activities on their own.

Less than a quarter (4/17) of the classrooms appeared to have insufficient space for the number of children in the classroom, inadequate lighting, or unpleasant odors. However, although the remaining 13/17 classrooms had enough space, they still appeared overcrowded, with materials stacked in such a way as to be inaccessible, and unpleasant odors were noted during the observations.

3.2 Print Environment
Only 2/17 classrooms displayed any examples of children’s writings (i.e. actual letters or words, or lines, marks, or squiggles by children appearing to imitate formal letter-formation practices). Further, there were no examples of functional print such as posters with children’s names matched to their photographs, family members or any representative object. In 10 classrooms, there was no functional print (print used for a purpose) with either words or letters visible. Although 7 classrooms featured calendars and written rules on display, in one of these classrooms, the calendar was above children’s eye level (defined as the height of an adult’s waist). Almost every preschool classroom (14/17) contained examples of functional print showing numerals (1-10); however, they were displayed so close to the ceiling that they were well beyond children’s eye level. While the learning centers were labeled, there were no labels for toys or other stacks of material.

Similarly there were no environmental print such as posters with print or children’s writings available in the classrooms. Only 5 classrooms has alphabet and numerals charts, but these charts were hung either high on the walls beyond children’s eye level or behind cabinets so they were out of view.

3.3 Literacy Toys and Materials
Some classrooms (4/17) included 1-2 toys featuring words/letters and numerals, such as card and board games; however, children could not access these toys during their free play time. On rare occasions, they were able to use them after receiving permission from the teacher. None of the classrooms were observed to contain literacy materials such as magnets, stamps or flash cards with letters/numerals.

\[1\] Under this domain, the materials which had numerals or letters were counted. Depending on the checklist, numeral charts or alphabet rugs or charts were not included.
3.4 Books and Reading Area

All classrooms had more than 21 books, and all but 5 classrooms had a separate, distinct reading area containing books that children could choose from. However, these reading areas were modest, able to accommodate at most 2 children at a time. Reading areas were generally observed to be part of the circle area with a cabinet or basket of between 8-20 books close to the area, but the reading areas lacked soft furnishings such as pillows, cushions or couches that would render them more appealing.

Moreover, while the books accessible to teachers were in good conditions, most of the books accessible to children, unfortunately, were in relatively poor condition with torn pages, missing covers or faded print and included only one or two genres, usually stories or instructional books for cooking and toy-making. None of the booksacks contained poetry, science, history or other non-fiction magazines or books. Finally, the books accessible to children were not geared to a wide range of reading and comprehension levels from very easy to challenging.

3.5 Listening Area

None of the rooms were observed to have dedicated listening areas or material.

3.6 Writing Supports

All the classrooms were equipped with tables and chairs for children; however, they were used mainly for art activities and for lunch/snack time. There was no separate writing area with tables, chairs and writing materials accessible to children. In general, children who wanted to draw or color on their own used their own pencils and crayons, which were stored in cabinets.

Although classrooms were equipped with dry-erase boards and colored papers, children did not generally have the opportunity to use these materials outside of teacher-directed art activities.

Furthermore, there were no accessible tools (e.g., stencils, templates or tracing sheets) to help children practice writing words/letters and numerals. Classrooms also tended to lack writing materials as well as different methods (e.g. mailboxes, message boards) that could be used to help children practice writing for a purpose.

3.7 Literacy Materials Outside of the Reading and Writing Areas

Although each classroom included a dramatic play area with numerous examples of dramatic-play toys and materials, these did not include any literacy materials (e.g., notepad, phonebook, shopping list, pencil, magazine, or cookbook). Except for the books and reading area, none of the other centers contained books or any other literacy materials. Although 2 classrooms had captioned posters of the human body in the science area, these posters were above children’s eye level. By contrast, puppets and other materials such as story boards to encourage storytelling were available in areas other than the dramatic-play area.

3.8 Diversity in Literacy Materials

Diversity among people (e.g., ethnic group, dis/ability) was not represented in any of the books, text materials or toys (e.g., clothing, food, decorative objects, dolls) accessible to children.

3.9 Instructional Technology

None of the classrooms had computers available to children, and only half of the classrooms had a laptop or desktop for the teacher’s use (e.g. printing activity pages, preparing lesson plans).

3.10 Curriculum Theme

Because all MEB schools follow the same curriculum, the same curriculum themes were observed in all classrooms. During the weeks that the observations took place, curriculum themes included common concepts such as seasons and holidays as well as more unusual, rich concepts such as professions. Although not a true content, theme, classrooms also covered the concepts of colors, letters and numbers. These themes were evident in books read aloud by teachers and in art activities and songs; however, the themes were not always evident in classroom centers – for example, in charts, texts or posters – that might help children visualize and comprehend the concepts, and the books teachers read from were not accessible to the children for further reading alone or in shared-reading time with peers.

3.11 Literacy Resources Outside the Classroom

Only one of the classrooms observed had access to a library outside the classroom. However, despite its accessibility, this library was not visited by the children as a class during the observations. Moreover, the same preschool had a computer room outside the classroom, but it was only available to children during paid after-school activities.

4. Discussion

This study examined the quality of the literacy environments of 17 public preschool classrooms in Muğla through
detailed observations using the CLOC inventory of classroom literacy resources. The results indicated the literacy environments of preschool classrooms – including print displays, books, writing and reading areas and listening materials – to be of low-to-moderate quality.

The relationship between curriculum and print environment is a major issue in preschool classrooms. Both these elements add powerful support to children’s early literacy experiences and help ensure they become meaningful. However, the majority of classrooms observed within the scope of this study were found to have a fairly low-quality print environment, with very limited amounts of print material, such as text, children’s writings (lines, marks or squiggles that appear to imitate print), functional prints (posters, charts, calendars) and labels (for toys or materials). Topics covered in the classroom curriculum were not reflected in easily identifiable text material such as read-aloud books or in teacher-produced posters or in children’s own works. Although nearly half of the classrooms visited had alphabet or numeral chart, they were not at children’s eye-level. These finding suggest that preschool classroom literacy environments can be improved by re-arranging literacy materials so they are more accessible to children.

Unsurprisingly, all the classrooms included sacks of books and reading areas; however, these areas, or the books in them, were in poor condition and unattractive to children. Indeed, none of the children were observed to show any interest in reading by picking up a book from the reading center and reading or pretending to read. The books available to children were mainly stories or narrative picture-books, with very limited choices of other genres such as information, concept books or poetry. These findings are in accordance with previous studies indicating that most books in preschool classrooms are narrative picture-books, not informational books (Chapman, Filipenko, McTavish, & Shapiro, 2007; Justice, 2006; Kraemer, McCabe, & Sinatra, 2012; Roskos & Neumann, 2001; Vukelich, Christie, & Enz, 2012) and suggest that in order to attract children’s interests, reading areas need to be organized to be more physically and visually inviting to children and should be filled with a wider variety of book genres, including ones related to concepts covered in the curriculum.

In addition to reading areas, most classrooms included a dramatic play center and block play center; however, neither of these centers nor any other area outside the book/reading center contained any literacy materials or toys that could be used to enhance children’s early literacy behaviors (e.g., a recipe book to look at while ‘cooking’). Further, the results showed that there were no separate writing areas with writing materials available to the children to help them practice writing letters or numerals, or listening areas with recordings of books or any interactive technology that children could use. These findings were not entirely unexpected, considering that previous studies using a different literacy classroom observation scale (ELLCO) reported that many classrooms lacked literacy materials in different areas of the classrooms (Cunningham, 2008; Wayne, Dicarlo, Burst, & Benedict, 2009). Based on these findings, it may be suggested that literacy materials should be embedded into different classroom activity centers in order to increase opportunities for children to engage in meaningful literacy behavior that can lead to future reading success.

Based on the findings of this study, other ways of improving preschool education classrooms can be pinpointed, such as enriching the book genres accessible to children, providing more supplementary print material in the classroom and integrating literacy materials, toys and props into other classroom learning centers.

In keeping with a social-interactionist perspective, a child’s early literacy experiences should be understood as embedded within the context of their daily sociocultural environment. When classrooms are rich with literacy materials, young children can use these materials to engage in meaningful literacy activities and facilitate their literacy development (Roskos & Neumann, 2001; Neumann & Dickinson, 2001; Vukelich, et. al., 2012).

5. Implications and Future Directions

The rapid increase in the number of children entering preschool necessitates the establishment of clear standards that go beyond physical infrastructure in order to assure that all children in Turkey receive a quality pre-primary education. The literacy environment of the preschool classroom plays an important role in literacy development, as focusing on learning standards, particularly literacy experiences, skills and outcomes from an early age can contribute to the successful literacy development of children entering primary school.

This study extends support to the view that the essential aspects of the preschool classroom literacy environment include environmental and functional print displays, integration of literacy materials into activities and learning centers and ensuring that sufficient reading and writing materials are made accessible to children (Dunn, Beach, and Kontos, 1994, 2000; Neumann & Dickinson, 2001).

Although this study provided valuable information on the current literacy environments of public preschool classrooms in Muğla, due to the small sample size, the results should not be generalized to the population at large. Future research should be conducted with larger national samples to compare the preschool classroom literacy environment in different parts of Turkey in order to formulate national standards that can improve the quality of literacy environments in
classrooms throughout the country.

Furthermore, whereas the present study examined the physical aspects of preschool classroom literacy environments, future studies need to look at the psychological aspects of the literacy environment, in particular, how teachers interact with children and support their literacy development during classroom activities. Experimental studies are also needed to examine the long-term effects of interventions in the classroom literacy environment on children’s literacy growth.
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